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Dear David, 

z. I I .,, 
23 L,ynton Road, 
KLOOF, 
Natal. 

28th August, 1964. 

I must say that on the whole I was not impressed by 
the index. It contained tar too many trivialities, and it 
also contained too many errors. It put Austin Chamberlain :for 
Joseph, mixed up two Conroys, split Xotze into two, got A.B. 'a 
name wrong (Hottie's brotherJ, put tour Hotmeyr step-daughters 
as belonging to the family Beyers, etc., etc. Perhapa you will 
tell me that this criticism is too severe. 

You will notice also that I detected one or two errors 
1n the numbering of the pages. I must tell you quite :frankly 
that I did not check every item in the index as this would have 
taken an amount of time I could not glive. 

Now I have deleted about sixty re:ferences,a nd with 
the space available I would like to re-arrange Louis Botha, 
Bavenga, Hertzog, Deborah Hotmeyr, D.F. Malan, Oswald Pirow, 
Tielman Roos, and General amuts in a more aesthetic manner. 
Would it not be possible 1n view of the apace saved to give 
each entry its own line? 

Except tor one or two instances I made no entries on 
the control proot. Instead, we compiled 5 pages o:f suggestions 
and I hope you will correct proofs accordingly. I hope also 
you will ar-ee with me to omit altogether such entries as 11Beukee'1 

.. Mr. Brown', which·I th11)k are slightly derogatory. Next time 
I write a biograph¥ I promise to find out all the initials. I 
am not sure how tar you control the index and how :far I do. I 
pay tor it, but nnerthelees it is part ot your publication. 
This is why I decided to leave the :final proof corrections to 
you and I hope you will bp and Jarge find yourself' 1n agreement 
with my suggestions. 

All best wishes. 

Yours ever, 


